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l lfTRODUCTION 

The data required for carryina out industrial activities eabrace a 
larae spectrua of lnforaation, which is stored in different 
specialized inforaation systeas containina specific data on 
technoloay, economics. lov, etc. Proliferation of various 
inforaation services and databases is observed, and it is aore and 
aore difficult to locate the riaht service and/or to acquire the 
adequate in~oraation without the assistance of refer~al systeas. 

Thus, the role of reference/referral information is arowina up. 
This kind of information, which basically does not provide 
docua~nts or facts but only refers the user to the appropriate 
source of information, is of increasing interest to the users vho 
aay range from ~ saall-scale enterpreneur, throuah an enaineer. 
aanacer or vendor to a decision-maker at the aovernaental level. 
One can notice that, presently, the aeneral strateay of 
info~aation activity is chanainl from acquisition and proprietary 
collection approach to accessibility strateay. 

The kernel cf the accessibility strategy is a system of 
directo~ies containing data on information sources. This system 
allowG, inter alio.. to: 

(i) Facilitate adequate access to the relevant information; 

(ii) Provide the users with an efficient tool for data 
acquisition; 

(iii) Hake aQre widely known and to proaote the full use of 
existina industrial and technololical information facilities 
in both developed and deve~opina countries; 

(iv) Facilitate establishment of information policy includina 
linkaaes at the national, reaional and international level. 

The Industrial and Technoloaical Information Bank (llTIB), which 
operates under the auspices of UIIDO, has developed a nuaber of 
directories (for the li•t of directories see Annex 1). These 
directories are used at UIIDO/lRTIB HQ to support its Industrial 
Inquiry Service and to coordinate and proaote inforaation 
aotivitie• in developin• countrie•. They are al•o ••Ployed by 
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different inforaation centers. especiall7 b7 the IITIB focal 
points in the developina countries. for their specific purposes. 

At present. the production of the IMTIB directories and related 

docuaents includina collection. storaae and processina of data is 
done aostly autoaatically. Heedless to say that this procecs is 

treaendously tiae- and labour-consuaina. susceptible to errors and 

can hardly provide the consistency between different directories. 

Alaost the saae is true for the usage of the hard copy directories 

available now. Therefore. the need to autoaate the process of 
building and exploitation of the IRTIB directories has eaeraed. 

The purpose of this docuaent is to specify the l.DI.oaated systea of 

tile IMTIB directQrie~ (ATHOS) which is planned to be iapleaented 
in Industrial Inforaation Section of UBIDO. It is assuaed that 

ATHOS will be a user friendly systea with an augaented aan-aachine 

interface includina features typical for expert systeas. The 
intelligence embeded in ATHOS is aimed at increasina the user·s 

comfort and to provide greater dffectivness of the system. 

An outline of this document is as follows. In Chapter II the 

characteristic of ATHOS is provided. Speci•l stress is put on th~ 

purpose. scope and coveraae of the system. Analysis of users, 

their cateiorization and tneir inforaation needs are also 

presented. Rext, the desian criteria which deteraine the· process 
of ATHOS designing and iapleaentation are discussed. 
Identification of input/output information flow, specification of 
the ATHOS functions and proposals concerned with the ATHOS 

architecture complete this chapter. 

Cba~ter III provides the technical specif icat~on of ATHOS. Main 

procedures whi~h can be invoked by a user when interactinl with 

ATHOS are described. tequireaents on the retrieval laniuaae are 
presented. Tools offered by ATHOS to the database adainistr~tor are 
listed. It ~hould be stressed that the decision has been aade that 

the detailed desi•r of •~nu and input/output layouts are left to 

the incenuity and creativnes~ of the team iaplementinl ATHOS. 



However. specification of data fields and input/output for•ats were 

done b7 the IBTIB staffer and aiven in Annex 4. 

Chapter IV is dedicated to the ATHOS database administrator. Soae 
aeneral reaarks concernina the adainistrator are for•ulated at the 

be&innina of this chapter. After that. responsabilitiea and tasks 
which have to be undertaken by the database adainistrator are 

deterained. 

Chapter V contains proposals of hardware and software for 

i•pleaenting ATHOS . Additionally, the imple•entation schedule and 
su&gestions as to the further work are aiven. 

Biblioaraphic references and four annexes end the 
first of them con~_in a list of directories edited 
second one gives 20 industrial sectors covered by 

docu•ent. The 
by IBTIB. the 

the URIDO/llTIB 
activities, the third annex coapares two s~ftware packaaes viz. 

dBASE Ill+ and Kini/Micro CDS ISIS. The last annex prepared by 

the IRTIB staff •e•eber - specifies data fields, input/output flow 

and soue tables. 

) r 
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l CHARAC JEJETIC OF A ntoS 

This Chapter is devoted to aeneral presentation of the 

systea of tie IRTIB directQrie& CATHOS). The purpose, 

coveraae of the systea are discussed. Rext, the users 
needs are to be described. Functions of ATHOS will be 

and aeneral inforaation flow froa input to output 

outlined. Given these data the architecture of ATHOS 

proposed. 

2.1 PuRPosE OF A THOS 

6.u'f.oaa ted 
scope and 

and their 
presented 

will be 
will be 

IRtIB has been widely known for aany years as a supplier of 

valuable information pertaining to the technoloay transfer. 

However, as the volume of data has been increasing the effective 

servicing of the IRTIB users becomes more and more complicated and 
labour-consuming. The same can be said about aaint~ining the 
consistency and integrity of the information available. 

In order to enhance the efficiency and ~uality of the Industrial 

Inquiry Service offered by IRTIB and upgrade the ability to 

coordinale and promote industrial activities in developing 

countries it seems to be necessary to modernize the existing IRTIB 

information system. Automation of the IBTIB directories is an 
immediate goal within the process of modernization. 

ATHOS ie chiefly aimed at automation of the IMTIB HQ functions 

1ealing with running the system of directories, however, its 
output is assumed to be dis~eminated and used throughout the world 

IBTIB infrastructure, in particular, in the IMTIB focal points of 
various categories. The purposes of ATHOS are as follows: 

(i) To facilitate and di~cipline data acquisitio~; 

(ii) To secure the input data verification, valiJ~t,;on and 

inte•r~tion into the existin• IBTIB information resources; 

(iii) To quarantee fast and error-free data processin• and 

compilation; 

(iv) To provide effective stora1e of data; 
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(•) To protect data; 

(•i) To reduce the redundancy of data; 

(•ii) To increas~ ~he consistency of data; 

(•iii) To enable the feneration of various docuaents (reports, 
statistics, etc.) on the user·s request on different aedia 

(paper, aaanetic carriers, etc.) - thus, speedinf up the 
operations of the Industrial Inquiry Service; 

(ix) To facilitate and accelerate inforaation retrie•al fro• the 
IRTIB directories; 

(x) To provide fast publishina of the IRTIB directories at 

professional level; 

(xi) To enable the transfer of ATHOS data to the UMIDO 
information systeas; 

{xii) To enable the co-operation and dat~ exchan1e between IMTIB 
HQ and the IRTIB focal points in the developed and 

developing countries. 

2.2. Sc0PE AND CovERAOE 

ATHOS is a referral information system, i.e. it deals rather with 
the references to sources of information than with sources 
themselves. Nevertheless, a significant amount of factual data is 

stored and processed within ATHOS. Bibliographic .information may 

rarely occur in ATHOS. 

The scope of ATHOS is determined by the URIDO statutory activities 

carried out in 20 industrial and related branches (cf. Annex 2). 
At present, the ATHOS coverage is defined by the existinf IMTIB 
directories and similar documents which are elaborated by the 

IMTIB information officers. A list of the directories ftnd other 

material is given in Annex 1. 

The ATHOS coverage is not fixed definitely. It is expected to be 

extended as new information sources will be identified and the 

derived data from them will be incorporated to the system. 



Identification and cateaorization of users and their needs is a 
sine qua non condition of appropriate systea desian. The review of 

actual users of the IRTIB directories shows that tvo aain 

cateaories of users can be distinauished. viz. 

lithin this cate•ory one can identify three subcategories of users 

havina different needs. naaely: 

(i) Decision-aakers and aanaaers; aeabers of this subcategory 

are chiefly interested in aaaregated and synthetized 

inforaation. esp~cially of statistical nature; 

(ii) Industrial operations officers; they basically look for 
partners who could provide the• with adequate inforaation 

and expertise; 

(iii) IMTIB staffers; this subcategory again can be divided into 

tvo groups, viz. 

- Industrial Inquiry Service staffers who wo~k as 
inte~aediary inforaation officers between ATHOS and 

terminal users, therefore, perfor• typical tasks like 
indexing of new docuaents, query foraulation, retrieval, 

dissemination, etc. These officers are particularly 
interested in such systea facilities which would allow to 
coabine answers to di!f erent queries and to present the 

output material in a desired fora; 

- editors who are responsible for coapilina and producin~ 
the IMTIB directories and related aaterial in a hard copy 

fora. 

EXTERNAL USERS 

Two subcateaories of users can be identified within this cateaory, 

viz. 

(i) Information center and/or IMTIB focal points staffers; their 
needs are similar to those which were specified above for the 

Indu~trial Inquiry Service staffers at URIDO HQ; 
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(ii) Ind users; this aroup is hiahly heteroaeneous with the 

inforaation needs ranaina ~~o• very specific. often factual 
data to deeply processed and p&ckated inforaation. 

2.4. DESIGN CRITERIA 

The purposes. scope and coveraae of ATHOS and the results of its 

users· analysis. as vell as. general principles of complex 

inforaation systeas desianina. and discussions with the IITIB 

inforaation officers deteraine the followina list of desian 
criteria. 

(i) ATKOS should be desianed as a user friendly information 

systea. This aeans that the user is not supposed to be 
familiar with prograaaing and other co&puter science 

techniques. Moreover. it is assumed that the system vill 

create an eraonomic working environment to provide the user, 
as much as feasible at the current stage of computer 

technology development, with intellectual comfort. 

(ii) It follows from the preceding paragraph that ATHOS is not 

conceived as an ordinary information system which relies 

only on specialized access mechanisms like commands, index 
terms, query forms, etc. It should be more sophisticated and 
more intelligent. It is suggested that the expert system 

approach be adopted to design the user interface. The 
intelligent interface could be especially helpful when 

gaining access to ATHOS information sources and formulating 
orders dealing with the ATHOS facilities. 

(iii) As the ATHOS coverage and lifetime are not a priori confined, 

it is reasonable to assume the openness ot the system. The 
meanina of openness is here twofold. First, data updatina 
and extention of the existing facilities are allowed; 

second, adding new functions and databases must also be 
accepted, if required. Technically, the openness of the 
system can be reached by means of modularity of its 

structure. Therefore, it is recommended that ATHOS be 

desianed as a modular system composed of int~rrelated blocks 
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executinl specific functions and a set of databases storinl 
the subject-oriented data. 

(iv) The ATHOS user-friendliness assuaption (paratraph i) lives 
rise to a dialog lanauaae based on the concept of 

hierarchically oraanized aenus. The list of functions 
displayed on the screen should allov access to individual 

programs without knowing proaraa and/or file names. This 

languaae should also be equipped vith an extensive systea of 

HELP features in order to assist. if requested. the user at 
any stage of his/her co-operation with ATHOS. Another vital 

point as to the ATHOS dialog language is that it actually 

should be multilingual. The ideal is that new languaaes 
could be easily incorporated into the ATHOS dialol language. 

(v) Functionally ATHOS should be designed so as to: 

- facilitate input and output of data. includinl automatic 
filling in of certain fields; 

- provide semantic (based on thesaurus) and syntactic data 

control for the indicated data fields. All the err~~s 

made. when entering data. should be reported automatically 
with no chance to proceed without correcting; 

- protect the data stored; 

- decrease the redundancy of data; 

- maintain the consistency and integrity of data; 
- produce all the output as professional quality items 

rather then working material. This requirement is mainly 

addressed to the function of editing directories and 
similar documents. They have to be elaborated under such 
tools like desktop publishing packages. 

(vi) Basically ATHOS is conceived to be operatsd on IBH PC AT 

compatible microcomputers. However. it is expected that 

ATHOS information sources will be sometimes transferred to 
some UNIDO mainframe information systems. Moreover, a 
possibility to adopt ATHOS for networkina should be taken 

into account. 

(vii) It is stron&ly recommend6d that ATHOS be iaplemented on the 
basis of a ready-to-use software packaae rather than coded 
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fro• scratch. The reasons to do so are as follova: 

- to reduce the impleaentation tiae; 

- to save funds; 

- to enable the ATHOS database administrator to easily 

redefine the existing databases and/or define the nev 

ones. One should not neglect the fact that the database 

administrator is not supposed to be a professional 

programaer vith broad knowledge about iaplementir.g 

databases, so the tools given to his disposal have to be 

rather simple. 

Undoubtedly, this package has to have a prograaaing facility 

(sort of data manipulation language) alloving an application 

~rogrammer to define specific procedures and to link the• to 
the main body of the package. 

As a comment to the above list of design criteria let us say that 

the future ovner of any information system tends, what is 

perfectly natural, to automatise as many aspects of info~mation 

activities as feasible. On the other hand good engineering 

practice proves that because of economic and pragmatic constraints 

only 70 80 percenteges of users desiderata are actually 

implemented in the information system. 

2.5. INPuT /0uTPUT N°ORMA TION FLOW 

External, i.e. input and output, data flows are presented in this 

Section. 

Four kinds of input information to ATHOS can be distinguished. 

(i) Raw data; information dealing with directories and other 

documents stored in ATHOS belong to this group. Update 

information is also considered as a part of raw data. It is 

assumed that some semantic and syntactic data control alonf 

with data validati~~ is provided by ATHOS; 

(ii) Users' queries; process of query for~ulation is of ireat 

importance and very often difficult for non-experienced 
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(casual) users. therefore. ATHOS should contain expert systea 

facilities which could facilitate the establishaent of 

appropriate queries; 

(iii) C~aaands; they are used to have executed the choosen ATHOS 

functions like printina a dictionary. aeneratina a standard 

report. etc.; 

(iv) Instructions fro• the databse adainistrator. e.a. renamina. 

reshaping databases. defining new coaputing procedures. 

reorganization of the systea. etc. 

A keyboard, floppy disk drivers and streamers are the input 

devices for entering information to ATHOS. In the future. a CD-ROM 

device can be used as inputing device (for large chunks of data 

non-varying with time). 

0uTPUT 

Four groups of output from ATHOS can be identified. 

(i) Answers to the users queries; the relevant data can be 

given in different formats and on different media (screen, 

paper, diskette, etc.); 

(ii) Documents yielded by commands; various directories, reports, 

statistics, etc. belong to this group; 

(iii) Data extracted from the ATHOS data~ases to be exported to the 

IMTIB focal points and to the UMIDO mainframe information 

systems; 

(iv) System reports; they are generated for the d&tabase 

administrator to notify him about the status of various 

facilities of ATHOS, e.g. content of system tables, 

dictionaries, memory maps, etc. 

2.6. F\JNCTK>NS Of A THOS 

The functions that are performed in ATHOS can be divided in the 

following groups. 

(i) Collecting the sources of information. 



(ii) Intellectual preocessina ot the sources reaultina in 

extractina data for directories or lookina for additional 
data on identified institutona. 

(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

(ix) 
(X) 

(Xi) 

(xii) 

Data input. 
Colloctina user enquires. 
Query foraulation. 

Consultina and assistina the user and database adainistrator 
durina their wo1k with ATHOS. 

lnforaation retrieval. 

Printing answers. 

lditina directories. 
Data export. 
Generatina internal repL.ts. 

Creating new databases. 
(xiii) Maintenance, integrity and consistency checking of 

dat~ .1ases. 

Some of these functions are interrelated, i.e. it may be necessary 

or useful to utilize the results of some functions while 

performing some other functions. The links between the functions 
are depicted in Fig.1. Now, the ATHOS functions will be discussed 

in detail. 

Col.LECTNG Tl£ SOURCES OF N"ORMA TION 

There are two categories of the sources of information that are 

used to feed the system, viz. 

- country reports, industrial surveys, conference and exhibition 

materials, etc. 
- input forms (questionnaires) used for collecting the detailed 

data on institution activities. For the sake of integrity, some 

of the existing forms will have to be modified in concordance 
with the definitions adopted in Chapter Ill. The existing 

directories fall also into this cateaory but a warning is 
necessary: some data contained in them may be obsolete. 

II 
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tanl.£cnML PROC£BBl«J OF 80URCE8 

The sources aYailable (of. function i) aust be anal7zed 
intellectuall7 to extract the inforaation on actiYities, 
institutions, industrial potential, etc. To facilitate this task, 
it is recoaaended that the function (Yi) - consultina - be used in
orcler to 8•t the inforaation concernin8 the actiYities and 
institutions already reaistrated in ATHOS, localization of data 
iteas, terainoloa7 use, etc. The data extracted froa the sources 
aa7 be incoaplete or considered unreliable. Such beinc the case, 
the institution in question should be aaain consulted with the aid 
of an appropriate input fora. One can predict that soae indexins 
of objects on which the inforaation is to be stored in ATHOS will 
be necessary. The function is terainated with the decision which 
data (if any) are to be entered into ATHOS and which still have to 
be verified. 

DATA lfUT 

The input of data can be divided functionally into data entry 
(i.e. creating a new record in some of the databases) and update 
(i.e. changin• the value of some data item or adding a new itea to 
the already exusting record). In both cases, the followin• 

facilities should be provided: 

help subfunction (this and next subfunctions are not shown in 
Pi•.t> which can be activated when in doubt abou~ fillin1 in the 
particular data item; 

- data validation subfunction which is invoked automatically for 
data items whose content must be co:patible with the preselec~ed 
class of data; 

- status assessment subfunction that is invoked automatically at 

the end of fillin• in the record; the status information 
reflects the completeness of data, verification level, links 
with other databases, etc. 

To ensure the high quality of the data stored in ATHOS, it is 
recommended that the function (vi) - consultin• be used for 



aettina expertise on terainoloaY. aeneral 

possible links between records. etc. 

COi 1 ECDIG THE USERS' EN0URES 

database 

14 

la.,out. 

It is expected that the users· enquires will be supplied in a free 
foraat natural laniuaae fora. therefore. the., will need conversion 

to the aenu-driven quer'J systea. le~ertheless. after soae period 

of ATHOS exploitation it aay be justified to distribute soae 

standard query foras. 

~ FORHULATION 

The user enquiry is a source for the query foraulation. It is 

reco••ended that the HILP subfunction and consultina function be 
used to get to know bow to establish a query fro• a syntactic 

standpoint and a semantic point of view. 

The consulting function provides acces~ to information stored in 

the Expert Database. Thesaurus. Dictionaries. Tables. System 

Resources Used and Available. etc. This information should enable 
one to answer for instance the following questions concerned with: 

- scope and cover-.e of all the databases; 
- list of actually available databases (note that some of 

databases may not be loaded because of memory limitation); 
- list of actually system supported facilities, e.g. sorting modes. 

display and print formats; 

- size of databases; 
- contents of the relevant part of the thesaurus (globally 

supported synonyms); 
- contents of the relevant part of a database dictionary (locally 

supported synonyms); 
- stopword lists for each database; 

- codin• tables; etc. 



~--------------------·----------------- ---

WORMATION R£1RE:VAL 

The retrieval functions aust. (ftt•r alta: 

- retrieve record• pertainina to queries (expressed for instance 

in a lanauaae based on Boolean Alaebra); 

- allov to aask the endina of a tera; 
- infora on the naaber of relevant records; 
- retrieve records with synoniaic teras autoaatically; 

- provide for interactive search which allows. aaona others. the 
i .. ediate aodif ication of query; 
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- display retrieved dor.uaents accordina to the preselected display 

foraat. 

The results of a search can be sorted and next printed accordina 

to a pre-selected sort-and-print foraat. Other kinds of docuaents 
(drafts of directories. reports. statistics. system status 

reports. correspondence with users. etc.) aenerated by aeans of 
ATHOS can be printed according to a pre-defined format. 

~ DIRECTORIES 

This is a vital function of A;HOS . It is assumed that technical 
quality of edited directories will be high. Nowadays. the desktop 

publishina packages runnina on 

with high-resolution monitors 

powerful aicrocomputers 

are used to carry out 
activities. This should be the case for ATHOS. 

DATA EXPORT 

equipped 

editina 

Any p~rt of each ATHOS database can be exported in the ISO 2709 
format to a diskette(s) or to a mainframe by means of direct or 

telecommunication connections. 

GENERATING INTERNAL REPORTS 

The reports needed by the ATHOS database administrator (cf. 
Section 4.2) are proauced by this function. 



Creatinc a new databse (correspondiDC to a newl7 introduced 

director7) is a task for the database adainistrator. lhen doina 
that he aust be extreael7 careful to preserYe the coapatibilit7 

and consistenc7 with alread7 existinc databases. Another thine is 
that he should use as auch as possible the existina software 

aodules. The consultina function of ATHOS (cf function Yi) can 

provide suitable infor•ation reaardina this task. 

MAINTENANCE OF THE DATABASE; INTEORITV AND CONSISTENCY a£CICING 

The •ain tasks concerned with this function are as follows: 

- detectina and correctina inconsistencies after ~ach input/update 

of data; 
- setting aside records with non-verified data ite•s after so•e 

tiae, e.g. one year; 
- setting aside records with low coaplat6aess level lasting for a 

long tiae, e.g. one year; 
- periodical upgrading the thesaurus basing on the contents of 

database dictionaries, e.g. every two years. 

2.7. ARcMTECTURE OF ATHOS 

The basis for any inforaation systea architectural considerations 

is deterained by the so-called conceptual aodel, usuall7 provided 

by the future systea ovner. In the case of ATHOS this aodel vas 
defined by the IMTIB staffers. The aodel is presented, as a rule, 
in a fora of natural language assertions which are then converted 

into a aore foraal data model that should be amenable to 

coaputerizati.>n. 

There are three formal fundamental data aoGels which can be used 
to represent objects and relationships occuring between thea. 

These models are: network, ~ierarchical and relational ones. 

The analysis done in the pr~vious chapters leds to the conclusion 
that any of the three aodels could be used to iapleaent ATHOS. A 



tborouah study of ATHOS ln ter•• or the network aodel proved that 
the relationships between objects in different directories were 

scarce. Therefore, it i• fairly justified to consider each 

directory as a substantive database. 

Lookina at ATHOS fro• practical point of vie• one can see several 

constraints caused by hardware, software, econoaic factors and 
systea reliability. The analysis of the ATHOS architecture in 

teras of these constraints also points towards the separate 

databases oraanization. 
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levertheless, to aain the intearity of ATHOS and to ensure its 
ste~-by-step iapleaentation all the databases aust be controlled 
by the same software. A heteroaeneous software solution, thouch 

technically feasible, is absolutely not justified by the 
structuries of directories. Moreover, as ATHOS is automatized from 

scratch, there is no need to assure communication with other 

data~ases exploited under incompatible software. 

The proposed architecture of ATHOS is given in Fig.2. 0Re can 
distinguish five levels in this figure. Nov, they are to be 

presented. 

At the first level three categories of objects which co-operate 

with ATHOS are shown, viz. 

- database administrator (cf. Chapter IV); 

- users (cf. Section 2.3); 
- other information systems (IS), including the INTIB focal points 

and the URIDO mainframe information systems, which are supplied 

with data from ATHOS. 

At the level 2 there are two objects. The first one is a nan
nachine interface which links the ATHOS environment with the ATHOS 

information resources and processin• facilities. In fact, the 

interface is a dialoa lan•ua•e that was characterized in Section 
2.4, p.(iv). It should be noted that the role played by the 

interface is of special importance not only because of the fact 
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that it is an inter•ediary between ATHOS and its environaent but 
also since the user tends to identify the interftce quality with 

the quality of the systea a• a whole. Therefore. special attention 

should be paid to the desianina and iapleaentina the dialoa 

lanauaae. 
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The next objects at the level 2 are a thesaurus and an array of 

tables and dictionaries. They are used for facilitatina. 
controlling and validation of input and update. Heedless to 

explain hov essential for the quality and usefulness of ATHOS are 

the contents of the thesaurus. dictionaries and tables. 

The following objects belong to the level 3: 

- a set of the ATHOS facilities vo1ch iaple•ent the ATHOS functions 

defined in Section 2.6. Moreover, auxiliary procedures (e.g. 
generation of a dictionary, notyfing the user about the nuaber 

of documents in a database, etc.) have been added to these 

facilities. The ATHOS facilities are presented in detail in 
Chapters III and IV; 

- the ATHOS definition and modification mechanism which is 

accesible for the database administrator only (for the role and 
duties of the database administrator see Chapter IV). Within this 

module all the tools to define and redefine the database are 

available. This moduJealso contains a •anipulation language 
which allows to code advanced and sophisticated procedures 

operating on the data stored in ATHOS, and to implement 

newcomming functions of ATHOS. 

The only object at the level 4 is an access mechanism which should 
provide efficient access to the ATHOS databases. The design 

criterion (vii) from Section 2.4 says that a ready-to-use software 
package is rer.omaended for implementing ATHOS. As the access 

mechanism constitutes an integral part of the package, so the 
structure and functioning of this mechanism depends on the packaae 

rather than on the ATHOS implementator. 

Two kinds of objects can be found at the level 5: 



- the ATHOS proper databnaes (DB1 ~---•DB0 ) which contain the IITIB 
directories and other docua~n~s (ct Annex 1); 

- The lxpert Database (IDB) which contains intoraation on the 
DB

1 
••..• DBn databases. IDB is ••inly used by a consultina 

facility to assist the user in foraulatina queries and co .. ands 
to ATHOS. This is reflected by a special link joinina IDB. •ia 
the access aechanis•. with the consultina facility in Pia.2. 

The linkages depicted in Fia.2 represent relationships and tlov of 
data/co .. ands within ATHOS. In the liaht of so far discussions the 
aeaning of the linkaaes seeas to be self-explanatory 



I. TECtltCAL. SPF-CFICA TION OF ATI«>S 

This chapter contains detailed inforaation on coaponents of ATHOS. 
Descriptions of procedures available for the ATHOS users are aiven. 

Requireaents vis-a-vis the retrieval lanauaae are provided only; 

technical specification of sue~ a lanauaae is not needed since the 
philosohphy of the retrieval lanauace. as a rule. cannot be chanaed 
within the software packaae choosen to iapleaent the systea. The 

last section in this chapter specifies the tools useful for the 

database adainistrator. Annex 4 contains the specification of all 

the fields occuring in directories to be l.andled. Also, notes on 
Input/Output design, as well as soae tables. are presented in the 

Annex. 

3.t PRocmuRcs 

The ATHOS functions and facilities were discussed in Sections 2.6 
and 2.7, respectively. Mow, let us take more technical look at 

those of them which are available to the ATHOS users. Within ATHOS 
the functions take a fora ~f procedures. Basically, there are two 

kinds of procedures, viz. these ones which already exist as a part 
of the software package to be ,~sed, and those that must be written 

by the team who will iapleaent ATHOS. The procedures below are 

presented in a semi-formal PASCAL-like language in order to 
express in precise manner their purposes. 

It is assumed that the mechanisme allowina 
menus is available. The procedures presented 
be invoked from m nus. However, the detailed 

and their hierarchy is not proposed. This is 

to define 

below are 
layou_t of 

left to 

and drive 
supposed to 

the menus 
the ATHOS 

implementation team. Practice shows that freedom in that respect 
yields better results than imposing rigid patterns. 

DATA ENTRY AN> UPoATE 

Data enterina has to be auidod by an input data fora. Tasks handled 
by the data entry procedure are as follows: 

- inputina data fro• a keyboard; 
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- controllin• and Yalidation of data throu•h calliDC the data 

validation procedure; 
- auto•atic fillina in the indicated fields; the tables •appin• 

co .. ina data into nev data are assu•ed to be available, e .•. the 

table whi~h aa~s country n .. es into country codes; 

- •ake a report on the data entered; 
- updatina the inverted file (if any); 

Kore for•ally, the procedure looks as follows: 

procedure DATA IMTRY; 
cogent SelR01'tiCal_vai l icf/l04J. syntactic_ualicf/lQ6 and 

crc~tJlQ6 are supposed to be set. up; 

call PROTEC!IOM procedure; 
i.L prot_level ~ "data entry" tba1. leave the procedure; 

while field is available W2. 

bel(jn 
a.at.. a field content from a keyboard; 
i.L sema.nt ical_val id/lQ6 = on gx. syntact ica1_validflCJ6 = on gx. 

creat/la.6 = on t..hml call VALIDATION procedure; 

mid.; 

vhjle field is available W2. 
i.L autoflQ.6 = on th.ml call AUTOMATIC filling in procedure; 

call REPORT procedure; 
call UPDATE inverted file procedure; 

end. DATA ENTRY. 

procedure AUTOMATIC; 

I.at. a calculation PATTERN from a table for the specified field; 

calculate the value of this field accordini to this PATTERN; 

assiine this value to the field 

Aru1 AUtOMATIC. 



DATA YM D.&.TION »D STATUS AB Bn&l1ENT 

Thi• prc~edure includes the followina: 
- controllin• the data; three levels of control data should be 

provided. n .. el7, 
• lexical (based on the thesaurus and/or dictionaries) and 

s711tactic control, 
• s711tactic control. 

• no control; 
- creatina new coaplex data froa atoaic data and puttina thea to 

the databases. 
- gathering inforaation on data entering and updating. 

procec:lure VALIDATION; 
comment s~ti~al_uailid/lotf. syntactic_valid/latf and 

/ield_crea.t/lotf are supposed to be set up; 

if. semantical_valid/latf = on t.hml call SEKAHTIC procedure; 
if. syntoctical_ualid/l"6 = on .thJ:n call SYHTAX procedure; 
if. /ield_creat/lotf = on .t.hmi. call AUTOMATIC procedure; 

:ult. UR. a table for REPORT procedure 

~VALIDATION .. 

procedure SEMANTIC; 

while a word froa a field is available ~ 

begjn 

~ a word; 
consult a thesaurus (or dictionary); 

ut.. UR a consul t/lQ.6; 
if. cons1Jlt/la6 s on .t.htm call WARNING I CORREC'l".iNG procedure; 

end 

cmd. SEMANTIC. 



Droceclgre SYITACTIC; 

while field is available dA. 
begin 

call PARSER; 
1L pars•r/l04 z on t..bm1. call IARRllG I CORRICTIBG procedure; 

flDd. 

u4 SYHTACTIC. 

procedure CALCULATI; 

aata. a calculation PATTERB from a table for the specified field; 

calculate the value of this field according to this PATTIRl1; 
assigne this value to th~ field 

=1 CALCULATE. 

Usually sorting precedes printing. The sorting procedure has to 

assure: 
- sorting according more than one key; 

- short tine of ordering. 
The printing procedure has to be able to: 
- print hits of retrieval according to the pre-defined format(s); 

- print a who:e database according to the pre-defined fornat(s); 

print the reports generated by ATHOS in the pre-defined 

format(s). 
A symmetric procedure to printing is a displaying one. It has to 

perform the same tasks but on the screen, rather than on paper. 
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procedure SORT/PRIIT; 
coaaent sort/lQ6, ~ind_o/....JX"int/lQ6, ~ind_o/_di$play/lQ6, hit, 

-.ihol• and r•port fleas ar• supposed to be available; 

if. print/lq • on tbm. 

bee in 

if. sort/ltJ6 = on tJuul call SORT procedure; 
&At. print format accordina to ~ind_o/..,J>rintflq; 
it ~ind_o/_print/lq = •htt• th.ml call PRIRTJllT procedure; 

if. ~ind_o/_print/lq = •lllh.ot•• thml. call PRIRT_IHOLE; 
it ~ind._o/_print/lq = •report• ~call PRIRT_RIPORT procedure 

~ 

if. di.splay/lQ6 = on .tJum 

begjn 

if. sort/lQ6 = on .tJum call SORT procedure; 
&At.. display format according to kind._of _displayfl04; 

if. kind._o/_display/lQ6 = "hit" .tJum call DISPLAYJllT 
procedure; 

if. ~i.nd_o/_display/lq = "111h.ole" tlmD. call DISPLAY_VHOLE; 
if. ~ind._o/_di.splay/lq = "report" .th.ml. call DISPLAY_REPORT 

procedure 

mul..i. 

md. SORT/PRINT. 

EotTNG 

Editing directories and other related documents handled by ATHOS 
is to be performed by means of desktop publishing facility (DTP). 
The data formatted, according to the predefin~d format, originated 

from ATHOS can be processed under DTP. 

procedure EDITING; 

call DTP procedure 

and EDITING. 



DATA PROTECTION 

The data protection procedure control• access at four levels: 

- the entrence level; access to ATHOS; 
- the database adainistrator level; access to all software and 

data resources of ATHOS 
- the input/update/output level; access to data resources only; 

- the brovsina/retrieval level; access to brovsina and searchina 

functions of ATHOS only. 

procedure PROTBCTIOR; 

~ i = 1,2,3 llil 
begin 

CAt.. password fro• a keyboard; 

if. password = "OK" .t.h£n. 

begjn 

end. 

establish appropriate access; 
set up protection_leuel; 

leave the procedure 

end. 

lmd. PROTECTION. 

DATA EXPORT AND BACKUP 

This procedure allows to load down into the diskette(•) a part or 
whole the database(s) in the ISO 2709 format. Backupini under a 

pre-defined format is included in this procedure, as well. 

procedure EXPORT/BACKUP; 
comment export/la6 and bac~upfla6 are supposed to be available; 

il exportfla6 = on thJ:n. 

bee in 
convert file to ISO 2709 format; 

load file to a diskette(s) 

~ 
it bac~up/la6 • on .tJum. load file on a diskette(•) 

end. EXPORT/BACKUP. 



The consultina procedure : 
- provides access to inforaation stored in the lxpert Database. 

thesaurus. dictionaries. tables. etc. 
- answers to qu~stions put by users on various aspects of the 

ATHOS resources; 
- helps foraulate a query; 

procedure EXPERT; 
comment values of ATHOS_structure. resources and query flags are 

supposed to be available; 

call EXPERT COHHUNICATIOR INTERFACE procedure; 

&at. access to EXPERT DATABASE; 
if. ATHOS_structure = on t.bml call STRUCTURE procedure; 
if. resources = on .t.bim. call RESOURCES procedure; 
if. query = on thml. call QUERY ASSISTANT procedure 

end EXPERT. 

The HELP procedure serves all the functions performed by ATHOS. 
HELP has to be available wherever and whenever. It is left to the 
team iaplementing ATHOS to prepare the help nessaaes. 

procedure HELP; 
comment 6lobal_menu/l<J6, 6lobal_input_/orm/la6, .... , 

/unction_msnu/la6, /i•ld_input_formfl<J6, 

are supposed to be available; 

;.f. 6lobal_menu/lCJ6 t.b&n. display the menu help-messaae; 
if. 6lobal_input_/orm/la6 thml display the format help-messaae; 

it /unction_manu/tCJ.6 t.bJm. display the function help-messaae; 
it fi•ld_input_form/l<J6 thml display the field help-nes~aae 

ad. HELP. 
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3.2. Oun..1€ OF THE RETRtEYAL l.ANGuAoE 

The retrieval lanauaae is a part ot the aan-aachine 

(dialoa lanauaae> aentioned in Section 2.7, Fia.2. This 
has to fulfill the tollowins postulates: 

interface 

lan .. .iaae 

- to exhibit larse expressive power; in fact the lanauaae should 
be inforaationally coap!ete what aeans that any data itea stored 

in the database can be reached by a query expressed in this 

languaae; 

to allow foraulation of "narrow· (precise) queries in order to 

reduce the level of inforaation noise; 
- to be easy and user friendly; 

- to provide necessary statistics on the retrieval done. 

There are several types of inforaation-retrieval languages. Kany 

of the• are based on Boolean Algebra which provides a convenient 
and natural way of expressing information needs. The retrieval 

language prop~sed for ATHOS belongs also to this category. Belov 

the syntax and semantics of the ATHOS retrieval language are 
sketched. 

For the sake of clarity and to avoid exhaustina terminological 
discussions the tera ''access point" is introduced. An access point 

is any searchable element defined for a given database. It can be 
a descriptor, key-word, key-phrase, etc. The 

assumed to represent the class of the records 

that contain this access point in their bodies. 

access point is 

from the databasP. 

Beside the precise access point defined a~ove, the ATHOS retrieval 

language should allow to use a right-truncated access points. This 
technique, referred to as root searching or right truncation, 

allows to search on leading sequences of characters. The system 
will automatically preform a logical OR operation between all 

access points havin• the specified root. 
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Precise ace••~ points and rlaht-truncated ace••• point• are not 
the only operands which aay occur in a query. Another operand. 
called an Alt tera, can also be used when foraulatina the query. An 
ARY tera is a collective tera standina for a pre-defined set 
(cluster) of access points. Whenever the AllY tera is used in the 
query, the systea autoaatically execute a loaical OR operation on 

all access points of the cluster associated with that Alt tera. 

The boolean operators are necessary to build queries. It is 

assuaed that at least three basic operators, viz. ARD, OR and MOT 

are available within the ATHOS retrieval laniuage. Additionally, 

fie!d level and proxiaity operators which are aore restrictive 

types of the AID operator are supposed to be available within the 
ATHOS retrieval language. Such operators are especially useful for 
natural language processing. 

A boolean expression is a sequence of operands, operators and 

parentheses. The syntax of the expression is as in noraal logic. 
Seaantics of the expression can be viewed as a set of actual 

records relevant to it. For instance, a query (which is a boolean 
expression) 

A * B + C 

refers to thoses records which contain the A and B operand (both 

of them must occur) or the operand C. 

Further details on the syntax and semantics of the retrieval 
language are needless at this moaent because ATHOS. as it says the 

criterion (vii), is to be implemented by means of a ready software 
package which usually contains a pre-defined language for 
retrieval. Modifications or development of such a language are 

time-consuming. 

It is assumed that the ATHOS retrieval facility will be able to 
inform the user on the number of records relevant to each operand 

and each subexpression. 



lO 

It follo .. fro• Section 2.1 that the aaer can call for a•aiatance 
when establishiDC ~ query. Of special Yalue voald be lexical 

1111pport co .. inc fro• a thesaar• or a dictionary. Bat not only 

seaantic aids are necessar7; it seeas that. in particular for 
casual users, s70tactic support of the kind offered by the Quer7 

87 Hxaaple lanauaae, could be useful. Another thi"a ts to haYe the 
facility allowinc to build the final quer7 step b7 step. BreakiDC 
the quer7 into eleaents allows to check at each step the nuaber of 

record retreiYed, but also to display at the screen the records 

theaselves, so as to Yerif7 at any tiae the loaical validity of 

the search foraulation in teras of relevance of the records 

retrieved. 

3.5. DAT ABASE Aot918TRA TOR'S TOOLS 

Two kinds of tools are to be available for the databasg 

adainistrator, viz. 

- tools offered by the package to be used for iapleaentina ATHOS; 
- some tools developed during iapleaentation of ATHOS. 

The standard tools of the first category are as follows: 
- a language to define the logical structure of the database 

including definition of all the fields; 

- an editor to design input worksheets; 
- an editor to design output foraats. Three types of formats aay be 

defined: for a screen, for a printer and for a desktop 
publishing package; 

- a laneuage to define selection techniques and rules of building 
inverted files and dictionaries; 

- an editor to design aenus and a facility to link thea together; 
- a data manipulation language. 

Of the tools to be established by the teaa who 
ATHOS, the database administrator should have 

followina: 
- an array of procedures for data validation; 

I 

will implement 

access to the 



ll 

- procedure• for •tatus asaesaaent (cf. Section 2.8, description of 

the data input function); 
- data protection procedures; 
- procedures aentioned in points (i) and (ii) in Section 5.3 

(lapleaentation Schedule); 
- tables containina the aessaaes used by the HILP facility. 



IY. DAT ABASE ADtelSTRATION 

Thia chapter is dedicated to a databae adainietrator to vhoa so 

aany reference• have been aade so far. The relationship of the 
database adainistrator vith ATHOS has been already presented in 

Section 2.8. Pia.2. 

4.2. GENERAL REHARKS 

The database adainistrator is aranted responsability for aatters 
that d1tal with the databases as a whole. He controls the overall 

structure of the data and is responsible for saf ekeepina of 
inform~tion stored in the database. Controlling the data does not 

mean that the database adainistrator knows the content of records. 
however. he has to know their structures and relationships between 

them. 

In reality the database administrator may be a department or group 

rather than one man. A complete understandig of the database. its 

organization. its economics, its design criteria. and the 
requirements of its many users is too much for one man. 

In the database literature a distinction between the so-called 
application programmer and the database administrator is made. The 

application programmer is a professional who writes and maintains 

proarams written in the data manipulation lanauage. These programs 
implement specific tasks which cannot be performed by means of the 

facilities available within the software package used. The stored, 
compiled versions of these programs can be invoked by commands as 

many times as needed. Typically, the application proarammer is 
treated as an advanced user who is familiar with sophisticated 

techniques offered by the database management system. 

In this document, however, the application proarammer is 

considered as a member of the database administrator team. The 
reason to do so is the nature of ATHOS (cf. its purposes and 

functions described in Sections 2.1 and 2. , respectively) and the 
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oraanization of the Industrial Inforaation Section which is to be 

its owner. 

4.2. TASKS OF THE DATABASE Al>twTRATOR 

The ATHOS database adainistration responsabilities 

follovina: 

are the 

(i) Participation in the creation of the oriainal description 
of the database structure and the way that structure is 

reflected by the files to the physical database. 

(ii) The granting to the various users of authorization to 

access the databse or parts of it. 

(iii) Description of new databases and aodification of the 

existing database descriptions. 

(iv) Introducing slight extentions of the ATHOS processing 
facilities. Defining and implementing new functions cannot 

be excluded either. In this case the database administrator 

acts as an application programmer. 

(v) Generating status reports dealing with the exploitation of 

ATHOS. 

n 

(vi) Supervisina and participation in inputing the data to ATHOS, 
data export and dissemination of the ATHOS software anon• 

the IMTIB focal points. 

(vii) Making backup copies of the database and reparinl damage 
to the database due to hardware or software failures or 

misuse. 

(viii) Upgrading database quality, in particular, during the 
database lifetime the database administrator should 
participate in all the enterprises which are aimed at 

diminishing the information noise generated by 

ATHOS. 

Additionally, the database administrator should be ready to assist 

all the ATHOS users, if requested, and to take care of the system 

development and its promotion. 



As far as the tools for definina new databases and procedures 
(it••• iii and i•) are concerned it is reco .. ended. for the 
foraer. that the laniuaae based on aenus and tables to be fill in 
be used. and. for the latter. the lanauaae of PASCAL or C type. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Thi• chapter is dewoted to technical and or•anizational issues and 

tasks to be undertaken in order to iapleaent ATHOS. In particular 

proposals dealin• with hardware and software selection as well as 

su•esstions concernin• iapleaentation schedule are presented. As 

it follows froa prewious consideraiions. ATHOS bas been concei•ed 

as an open systea and it can be extended accordina to the eaeraina 

future needs. This is why, this chapter is to be concluded with a 

sketchy developaent plan of ATHOS. 

5.1 PRoPosAL OF HARDWARE 

The choice of the class of hardware for runnina ATHOS was 

practically aade in the design criterion Yi. Section 2.4 where the 

IBM PC AT compatible aicrocoaputer was recollmended. This was done 

as a result of discussions with the IMTIB staffers. It is quite 

clear that in the current stage of the INTIB development where the 

usage of such microcomputers is a commonplace this choice is 

plausible. 

Before entering upon any details concerning hardware configuration 

let us evaluate the needs for storage of data. The total vol~me of 

the data in question can be estimated according to the following 

foraula: 

V = HDB * AMR * ALR 

where: V - total number of ATHOS databases 

MOB - number of databases 

AHR - average number of records in a database 

ALR - averaae lenath of a record (in characters) 

At p1esent, given the existinl ATHOS directories (cf. Annex 1) and 

assessment made by the INTIB st~ffers there is: 

so 

MOB = 20 

AMR = 1000 
ALR : 2000 

v = 40*106 



lt is expected that the voluae of the ATPOS database within 5 

years will arov up by a factor of 2. It s -· '· ~d be stressed that 

the above estiaation includes the data stored in databases only. 

however. it does not take into account the derived data like 

inverted files, speedina up cataloaues, dictionnaires. etc. It is 

vell-knovn fro• database adainistrators· experience that the 

voluae of derived data files ranaes froa 30 to 60 percent .. es of 

the ori&inal database volume. So the presented needs, for 601 

overhead, can be estiaated as 40+24=64 Kbytes, and after 5 years 

as 128 KBytes. 

The volume of the EDB database, thesaurus and other dictionnaires 

and tables (cf. Section 2.7) can be neglected vis-a-vis the voluae 

of the ATHOS databases. 

Since the memory requirement for ATHOS is relatively high, the 

hard disk to be employed must be of large capacity (more than 128 

KB) and short access time. In a case such a hard disk is not 

available the databases must be split by the database 

administrator so that the relevant part of them be stored on the 

hard disk. 

Below is a specification of hardware configuration for ATHOS: 

(i) IBK PC AT compatible microcomputer with: 

- 12 KHz clock 

- at least 3 KB RAH 

- at least 1 hard disk of no less than 128 HB 

- 1 floppy disk drive (5.25") of 1.2 HB 

- 1 floppy disk drive (5.25") of 360 KB or 1 drive (3.5") 

of 0.7 or 1.4KB 

(ii) 1 keyboard 

(iii) 1 high resolutic...n monitor with an appropriate control card 

(iv) 1 mouse 

(v) 1 matrix dot printer 

(vi) 1 laser printer 

(vii) 1 streamer 



Justification of iteas iii. l• and •i ls that professional qualit7 
of editQrial work (desktop publishina approach) is required fro• 

ATHOS . 

52. PRoPosAL OF Sof'TWARE 

At present. there are aany database software packaaes for IBM PC 
AT coapatible aicrocoaputers available on the aarket. The aost 

popular of thea is dBASI III+ by Ashton-Tate. Other exaaples are 

PARADOX. R: SYSTEM V which belona to the saae class as dBASE III+. 
On the other hand there exist several inforaation-retrieval 

packages of which Kini/Micro CDS ISIS 2.0 by UHISCO is the aost 
advanced as far as the scope of the facilities available is 

concerned. 

Comparison of selected features of dBASE Ill+ and Kini/Micro CDS 

ISIS 2.0. was done in Annex 3. The comparison leds to the 
conclusion that for the ATHOS functions implementation the 

Kini/Micro CDS ISIS 2.0 package is aore suitable than dBASE III+ 

and similar relational database management packages. 

Many desktop publishing 

market, e.g. Ventura 
Pagemater, AdvantTex, Rim 

staff er vho is supposed 

PUBLISHER ver.1.1 which 
microcomputers is propsed. 

(DTP) packages are available on the 
Publisher, PageMaker/PC, Frontpage, 

System. After discussions with the IHTIB 

to vork vith DTP the XEROX VENTURA 
can run on IBH PC AT compatible 

5.3. IMPLEMENTATION ScHEDULE 

The standard software package which is to b~ used tor implementing 
ATHOS (Hinin/Micro CDS ISIS was suggested in that respect in 

Section 5.2) will be called PACKAGE later on. It is proposed to 

implement ATHOS in eight staaes: 

(i) Preparation of software tools for semi-automatic definin• 

- lo•ical structur~ of a directory (field definitions) 

)7 



- input worksheets 

- sortina patterns 

- output foraats 
- retrieval patterns (specification of searchable fields) 

- help feature 

These tools are to be used not onl7 for iapl3aentation; the7 

will be added to the ATHOS Definition I Modification 

Mechanis• (cf. Section 2.7. Pi~.2. level 3) beina a part of 

the PACKAGE. and will be aiven to the database 

adainistrator·s disposal. 

(ii) Preparation of software tools for seaantic control 

- handlina the thesaurus 
- handlina the dictionaries 

- handlina the tables 

(Ill) Implementation of the shell of the consulting module 

including 

- user communication interface 
- assistance for query formulation 
- access to the Expert Database (IDB, cf. Section 2.7, 

Fig.2, level 4 and 5) 

(iv) Implementation of the ATHOS facilities (cf. Section 2.7, 

Fig.2, level 3) through 

- selection and activation of some facilities available 
within the PAClAGE, e.g. data entry, update, retrieval, 

printing, etc. 
- implementation of the rest of facilities, e.g. data 

validation, editing, data protection, etc. 

(vJ Implementation of all the databases to be handled ~Y ATHOS 
vi?.. DB

1
, ,DB

0 
and EDB (cf. Section 2.7, Fig.2, level ). 

(vi) Creation of an experimental databases. 
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{•11) Testinl, ••aluatlon and reflneaent. 

{Yiil) Installation of ATHOS at UMIDO/IRTIB HQ. 

Fia.3 presents the schedule of the ATHOS iapleaentation. Manpower 

ne~ded to iapleaent ATHOS can be estiaated as 10 aan-aonths. 

viii 

vii 

vi 

v 

iv 

iii 

ii 

i 

inelollolion ... 
leelin9 

evoluolion r•fin•••nl 

dolobo••• aelling up 

implemenlolion of ATHOS focilili•• 

implemenlolion of conaulling module 

loole for eemonlic conlrol 

lool• for defining dolobo••• 

1 2 3 4 5 

Fig.3. Schedule of the ATHOS Implementation 
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5.4. FURTHER WORK 

A list of further work which aiaht be undertaken to enhance and to 

iaprove ATHOS is proposed below. 

(i) Refineaent and optiaization of 

- loaical structure of the ATHOS databases 
- procedures iapleaentinf the ATHOS functions 

(ii) lxtention of the consulting aodu 1.e towards co-unication in 

a semi-natural lanauaae. 

(iii) Establishment of conversion aodules to other inforaation 

systeas. 

(iv) Adapting ATHOS to use it in a network. 

(v) Establishment of the thesaurus (multilingual ?) and/or the 

classification system. 

(vi) Designing and iaplementating facilities to handle multilinaual 

databases. 
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AtlE( 2 

LIST OF llXJSTRIAL SECTORS TO BE DEL T MTH BY lfTB 

\. Food processina with special eapbasis on veaetable oils and fats 

2. Fertilizer 
3. Leather and leather products 
4. Capital goodR with special emphasis on ener17 related 

equipment and technolol(7 

~- Petrochemicals 
8. Building materials 

7. Fishery industry 
8. Industrial manpower training 

9. Agricultural machinery 

10. Ron-ferrus metals 

11. Iron and steel 

12. Pharmaceuticals 
13. Industrial financing 

14. Vocd and wood products 
15. Textile and wearing apparel 

16. Electronics 
17. Agro-industry 

18. Low-cost transport 
19. Pulp and paper 
20. Energy: Rew and renewable sources of energy; 

Non-conventional sources of energy; 

Energy for rural requirements 
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ANt£X 3 

The dBASI Ill+ package is a aeneral relational database aanaaeaent 

systea. It iapleaents the idea of relational aodel of the real 
world. Therefore, it is especially useful if the structure of data 

to be stored in a database can be oraanized as a set of relations. 

It has to be stressed that the process of the relational aodel 

buidina. thouah partially alaorithaic due to Codd·s noraalization 

procedure, is relatively difficult. 

Technjcal specjfjcatjon of dBASI III+ 

Huaber of records 
Nuaber of bytes 

Record size 

Fields 

Character fields 

llata fields 
Logical fields 

Memo fields 

Numeric t'ields 

- 1 billion aaxiaum 
2 billion maxiaum 
4000 bytes in .dbf file 

512 lB in .dbt file 

128 naxiaum 

254 bytes aaxiaum 

- 8 bytes 
- 1 byte 

5000 bytes maxiaua or the capacity of the 

word processor used 

19 bytes naxiaun 

15 open files of •11 types. 
10 ope~ database files. A database file counts as two file~ if 

aeao fields are used. 
Seven open index files per active datab~se file. 

One open foraat file per active database file. 

, I 
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COS ISIS is a aeneralized Inforaation Storaa• and Retrie•al •7•t•• 
desianed specificall7 for the aanaaeaent or structured non

naaerical databases. CDS ISIS can handle anliaited naaber or 

d&t~bases. however. it is impossible usina its standard aechanisa 

to define relationships between the databases. 

Tecbnical specjfjcatjon pf Kini/lljcro CDS ISIS 

Unliaited nuaber of databases. 
luaber of records in one database - 18.000.000 

Records of unliaited variable lenath. 
Bach record aa7 contain up to 100 t?Pes of fields of aaxiaua 1850 

characters length. 
Each field aay be arbitrary split into subfields and 

repeatible structures. 

Length of access point in the Inverted file - 30 characters. 

Total length of sort keys up to 256 characters. 

Table 1 coapares the selected features of dBASE III and Kini/Micro 

CDS ISIS. 



TABLI 1 

dBASI III+ II in i/11 icro CDS ISIS 

•hole pactaae 
user aood aood 
friendliness 

database 
adainistrator aood aood 
friendliness 

inf oraation 
retrieval lov aood 
friendliness 

response 
tiae for lona short 
a quer.,. 

coapatibilit.,. llicro ISIS has been 

vith other developing by UNESCO and 

UH inf oraation lov widely used in UH. It is 
sys teas logically conpatible with 

the aainfrane CDS ISIS 
broadly used in UH. 
including UMIOO 

suitability 
for implenenting average high 
information systeas 

price • 385 free of charge 

quality of 

documentation good good 
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FIELD OEFNnoNs .. INPuT/OPuTPUT FLOW AND TABLES 




